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Anvil (Oath Stone) 
 
 

Prerequisite Lesson   

Objective  ● To gain an understanding of the place and importance of 
working tools for a Witch 

● To learn and develop techniques for cleansing and charging tools 
for Craft use 

● To learn about the role of the Anvil as an Oath Stone within some 
branches of Traditional Craft 

Materials Needed  Anvil (of any size) 
Ball peen hammer 
Thumb-pricking tool (lancet, red-handled knife, etc) 

Study Notes  On Tools 
While many Witches of most traditions make a big fuss about all of the              
lovely tools available to a Witch, and there are a few that you are going               
to be required to make/buy and use as a part of this course, I want to                
make one fact pristinely clear: 
 
You don’t have to have ANY of them to practice magic. 
 
That’s a shocking statement, I know, and perhaps not the most popular            
one among shopkeepers and booksellers. I am both a shopkeeper and           
bookseller, and so I know how threatening to business it can be to say to               
a young Cunning Person: “Everything you need for your Craft, you           
already possess.” (You’ll notice that my shop focuses more on giving           
people information than on giving them goods, though -- and there’s a            
reason for that.) 
 
I know it to be the absolute truth (that you don’t need the props or               
costumes or magic purple feathers), and I would hate to think of a single              
aspirant to the Craft hesitating to do magic or celebrate a Sabbat for lack              
of a tool. 
 
I was taught by a standard that I’d like to pass on to you: 
“If you can’t do your Craft naked and alone in a concrete room with              
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nothing in it but yourself, you can’t really do it at all.” 
 
So much of our practice comes from the practitioner – the need, intent,             
power, focus, visualization, ability to release the power. The rest comes           
from the Spirits with whom we work -- and the strength of the             
relationship we have developed with Them. The tools and regalia, even           
the words themselves, are simply a means of helping the Witch or            
magician in the task. 
 
I’m rarely going to quote Gardner, but I will in this case. In 1953, he               
explicitly says that because magical supply shops don’t exist, a Witch           
must extemporize. This is not the case for us. Most towns of moderate             
size have a Pagan or New Age store, and online retailers are in             
abundance. 
 
However, a “poor Witch,” as Gardner puts it, can still extemporize if            
need be. After all, we have all of the tools we need for ritual in our                
bodies, if not our cupboards. Earth, Air, Fire, Water and Spirit combine            
in you. That is magical enough not to be thwarted by lack of nifty props. 
 
Now, don’t misunderstand. I love the props and costuming as much as            
the next the Witch. I was a theatre teacher and director of many student              
productions. I love a ritual that LOOKS as symbolically rich as it sounds             
and feels. But if the energy is missing, the witchiest looking tools and             
most dramatic-sounding reading of lines will not endear it to me. I want             
power in my ritual, not just theatre. 
 
The tools that we use and the garments and jewelry that we wear all              
speak to parts of our subconscious mind. They are visual, auditory,           
tactile and even olfactory triggers that we are in liminal space – that             
space between worlds, between times. The moment you slip on your           
ritual robe or smell the temple incense, your consciousness begins to           
alter. It’s not just scene-setting, it’s mind-bending. The more often you           
work with a set of tools, the more power they have. Walking naked into              
the empty concrete room, if you were to repeatedly do this for ritual,             
would start to signal to your subconscious that it is time to shift. You              
would feel a change when you began disrobing or when you first walked             
through the door. 
 
Witches may use tools for a variety of reasons, but the most important             
reason of these is that tools act as conduits for directing power or as              
vessels for holding power. Though an adept Witch may not need a tool             
in all circumstances, most adepts still work with them occasionally, at           
least in public settings. Most novice Witches require tools at all times            
while they’re learning to direct their personal power. 
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Tools of Traditional Witchcraft 
Which tools are common to Traditional Witchcraft? 
 
This is actually a little tricky. Wicca is fairly codified and takes its             
associations and correspondences (including the list of tools that a Witch           
must have) from Ceremonial Magick and Western Hermeticism. While         
I’ve been part of two Traditionalist-flavored systems that have been          
heavily influenced by the Hermetics and have incorporated a         
cup-paten-blade-wand system for the basic working tools, it is entirely          
inaccurate to say that these tools are in standard use among Traditional            
Witches. 
 
Truthfully, the tools vary from Trad to Trad. Cords, such as witches’            
ladders, are very common, as are a variety of stones and bones (used for              
a variety of purposes). Blades are both useful and symbolic, and the            
various types of magical sticks are in evidence (including the Stang).           
Different types of pouches or bags are used, as are certain bowls or cups.              
Some of these are adopted out of necessity, and many have layers of rich              
symbolic meaning that become more evident after years of use. 
 
It is perhaps more appropriate to denote which tools are of greatest focus             
within THIS Tradition. 
 
In this year of study, you have already made/acquired (or will make/            
acquire) the following: 

● Cords (initiation cords, seasonal witch’s ladder protection cords,        
spell ladder) 

● Anvil/Oath Stone 
● Cauldron 
● Three Blades (red-, white-, and black-handled) 
● Stang 
● Keek Stone 
● Soul Fetch/Fetish 
● Spirit Vessel (Bottle/Doll) 
● 4 divination tools  

 
If you progress to the 2nd (Practicum) and 3rd (Mastery) Degrees of            
Study, you will also have made/acquired these tools: 

● Alraun (optional) 
● Gandreid 
● Mazey Stone 
● Crane Bag 
● Focus Area Tool (for your Craft specialty) 
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● Stone Bowl 
● Skull & Bones 
● Lamp 
● Glass Orb 
● Silver Bowl/Cup 
● Ring 
● Necklace 
● Garter 
● Bracelet 

 
This isn’t including any other tools that you may feel personally drawn            
to use, or any of the jewelry or garments that you may want to use as                
part of your magical practice (something we’ll cover at the Mastery level,            
as well). 
 
 
Acquiring Tools 
With all the amazing tools to be had, how does a Witch come by them?  
 
There are no hard and fast rules about acquiring tools, for the most part.              
You can make the tool you need, buy it new, buy it from a secondhand               
shop, or receive it as a gift. If it is necessary for some reason for you to                 
make the tool because the meat of the Mystery is in its crafting (or              
because this is the best way to empower it), I’ll note that in the lesson               
and/or assignment. 
 
One good rule of thumb is that you should buy or make the very best               
tool that you can, in terms of craftsmanship. The tool is an extension of              
yourself. You can do without it, but since you’re choosing to work with             
it, you are imbuing it with your energy. Each time you work with it, it               
becomes more and more a part of you. A poorly-made blade, a plastic             
piece of jewelry, or a fraying robe can hinder your energy. It is better to               
have a plain, but clean and sturdy, tool rather than a highly embellished,             
but weak or soiled one. 
 
Preparation of Working Tools 
When you have a tool that is new to you – regardless of whether it is                
newly made, newly found, newly purchased, or newly gifted – you need            
to make it your own on an energetic level.  
 
The best way to do this is to cleanse them using salt, smoke, water, fire,               
or light (or a combination of all five, if you can manage it) and then mark                
the tool with either your blood, sexual fluids, or the contents of the bowl              
in the Housle/Red Meal (see 7.2 Ritual Components). 
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After this, use your instincts about whether this is a tool that should be              
used only in ritual and shielded from the touch/sight of the uninitiated,            
or if this is a tool that you might use frequently and build a close kinship                
through daily contact.  
 
 
Storage and Disposal of Tools 
Most of the Witch’s tools don’t require any special handling in terms of             
storage when they’re being used on a regular basis. Common sense           
should be your guide in regards to maintaining their physical cleanliness           
and integrity, of course. Learn something about caring for steel and cast            
iron, in particular, as many tools are left to rust by lazy Witches who              
don’t respect the steel. 
 
If you are storing an item for a longer period of time, however, you may               
want to take special precautions. Obviously, you’ll ensure that it isn’t           
harmed physically by packing it away carefully, but you’ll probably also           
want to pack it with a sachet of protective herbs, stones, or even a              
talisman. 
 
Witches tend to be collectors of tools, and it is rare to dispose of one               
altogether. However, there are times when necessity dictates that a tool           
be destroyed or abandoned. You are likely to be the best judge of this              
situation, as the tool will feel foreign or “wrong” in some way to you. 
When this happens, you will need to dispose of your tool using as many              
of the Elements as you can. Throw it, drown it, burn it, and bury it, if                
possible. Do this all in sacred space, of course. 
 
The Anvil/Oath Stone 
There are several types of stones that are important to Cunning Folk.            
With Tubal Cain being such a central figure within the lines of the Craft              
that have influenced this Tradition, however, it is no surprise that the            
Oath Stone upon which we take our vows and form our sacred blood             
bonds is his anvil. 
 
I feel that it is most honest here to point out that this point of symbolism                
comes less from specific lore or myth as handed down from others, and             
more from mythopoesis -- that poetic sense of symbolic elements fitting           
together and clicking into place.  
 
This is a piece of American Folkloric Witchcraft that came first from the             
Clan of the Laughing Dragon, the coven I was trained in as a young              
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Witch. There, the anvil wasn’t the Oath Stone. We had no such stone.             
Our oaths were taken upon a Sword (and all vows, including coven            
bonds, were still made in blood). But the anvil was used in every single              
ritual that we performed as a way to call upon Tubal Cain, the Forge              
Master. We struck the hammer to the anvil three times, each time            
pausing to call his name. It was powerful. It still gives me chills when I               
call to him this way. 
 
When my son was about 5-years-old, I was away from home and the             
anvil was sitting at its place (when not in ritual use) at our family’s              
hearth. He picked up the hammer and started striking, which brought           
his father running from the other room. He stopped the boy and asked             
him what he thought he was doing, intending to scold him for            
disrespecting this sacred tool. My son, not missing a beat, looked his            
father in the eyes and said in a voice filled with reverence, “Daddy, this              
is how we talk to God.” 
 
This IS how we talk to God. Through our blood. Through Tubal Cain’s             
blood. Through the heartbeat that is pounded out in the rhythm of the             
hammer strokes.  
 
The symbolism of the forge is powerful, alchemical, mystical. The anvil           
is the foundation of Stone. The forge is the transformational Flame. The            
bellows are the Breath. The quench is the Sea (both womb and tomb).  
 
Ours is a path of the Mysteries of Life and Death and all that lies               
Between. It is Creation and Destruction. Destroying in order to Create.           
Mixing Fire and Water to temper the steel and make it stronger.            
Knowing how and when to do that in the right proportion.  
 
And the anvil is the rock, the hard place on which this great work              
happens. It is the altar on which we are pounded and shaped (at our              
own request!) into something useful, something beautiful, something        
dangerous. 
 
The earliest anvils were actual stones, of course, and a great many            
cultures have had ceremonies involving oathing and coronation stones.         
The Lia Fail (Stone of Destiny) and Jacob’s Pillow are two well-known            
coronation stones upon which dynasties of monarchs took vows to serve           
God and country. Furthermore, the custom has long-existed in Celtic          
countries for couples to make their wedding vows upon an oathing           
stone. 
 
Within this Tradition, the Anvil as the Oath Stone sits at the base of the               
Stang when the Compass is drawn, along with the Cauldron.  
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Assignment  Further research Anvil/Oath Stone in regards to: 
1) its relation to similar tools within “Western Magic” (Neo-Paganism,          
Ceremonial Magic, Wicca, etc.), 
2) its uses within a Celtic context (if any), 
3) generally accepted construction methods/materials, and 
4) your personal preferences in regards to construction and use. 
 
Additionally, you will need to purchase an Anvil. It can be a small             
jeweler’s Anvil or a larger 55lb (or bigger) one. You’ll also need an             
appropriately-sized hammer for striking the Anvil you have chosen.  
 
Write an essay, exploring the concepts above, and also including:  

● information about the tool’s purpose 
● rationale for the choices you made in selecting this one 
● the cleansing and consecrating process you used 
● your feelings/impressions while using this tool 

 
Include a picture of the final product.  

Additional Resources   

BoS Pages Included  On Tools 
Witches’ Stones 
Oath Stone 

 


